WARNING: HIGH SOUND LEVELS CAN CAUSE PERMANENT HEARING LOSS. USE HEARING PROTECTION WHILE THIS PRODUCT IS IN USE.

TYPICAL SOUND PRESSURE AT 1 METER: 110db

WARNING: AIR SUPPLY NOTES:
- CUSTOMER IS TO SUPPLY CLEAN, DRY AIR.
- APPROXIMATE AIR CONSUMPTION IS: 425 liter/minute @ 620 kPa

MODEL | STOCK CODE | MINIMUM TORQUE AT RATED CURRENT (Nm) | RATED CURRENT (mA) | RESISTANCE @25°C (ohms) | VOLTAGE (Vdc) | NOMINAL POWER (watts) | MAXIMUM SPEED (RPM) | KINETIC POWER RATINGS | DE-ENERGIZED DRAG TORQUE @ 1000 RPM (Nm) | EXTERNAL INERTIA (kg cm²) | TORQUE TO INERTIA RATIO (rad/s²) |
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
AHB-5 | 005828 | 5.0 | 383 | 40 | 22.8 | 8.66 | 15,000 | 15,000 | 5.00 x 10⁻³ | 1.31 x 10⁻² | 3,830 |

PUSH CONNECT FITTING FOR A Ø10mm OD TUBE [1/4" NPT THREAD]

MATERIAL: X

FINISH: -

THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION

THE DRAWING AND SPECIFICATION CONFORMS PROPRIETARY INFORMATION TO MAGTROL INC. ANY DISCLOSURE OR REPRODUCTION OF THIS DOCUMENT WITHOUT WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION FROM MAGTROL INC. IS EXPRESSLY PROHIBITED.